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THE EDITOR'S VIEW
Hope you all had a great holiday and now onward into 1995! A new year,
bringing a new season of fantastic events, maybe even t h e purchase of a another
MG! These a r e s o m e of t h e things w e look forward t o during t h e coming months.
Also t o another very successful fifth year for t h e North American MGB Registert h e fastest growing MG club in t h e world.
However, w e need your help t o keep t h e membership growing and you c a n
assist b y recruiting a t least o n e member during t h e coming year. There will b e
s o m e fabulous prizes for t h o s e successful in recruiting t h e most members, a n d
o u r Membership Coordinator, Robin Weatherall, h a s s o m e exciting things in
s t o r e for t h o s e bringing in even more members. S o g o t o it!
This coming year w e will s e e t h e new MG that h a s been promised for s o long.
It should b e launched a t t h e Geneva Motor Show this spring and while I first s a w
it running around in England s o m e 2 years ago, I doubt that it will c o m e t o t h e s e
shores in t h e European form. However, I d o think w e will s e e a new MG h e r e in
t h e United States before t o o long. It promises t o b e a n exciting time!
Now t o something completely different ...a s you know, producing t h e "Driver"
is a labor of love a n d takes a considerable amount of time. Time which o n occasion is a t a premium for your Editor. This past year, my work commitments have
increased t o t h e point where w e need t o consider t h e "Mack T r u c k possibility!
What happens if t h e Editor is hit b y a Mack Truck--or m o r e likely, cannot devote
t h e time required t o t h e "Driuer'? Who would take over? Who would b e in line t o
p u t this highly regarded publication together?
Well now's t h e time t o s t e p forward if you a r e interested in eventually taking
over a s Editor. W e a r e looking for a n Assistant Editor t o get into t h e pattern of
producing t h e "Driuer"working alongside t h e present Editor until h e decides
enough is enough (or t h e Mack hits him in t h e face!) Please send brief details why
you think you might b e qualified t o assist t o t h e Editorial Offices and we'll take a
look and then let you know a t a later d a t e what w e have.
Take care!
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FROM THE SECRETARY

FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Jai Deagan

Rick "Ernie" lngram

Hello from your new Secretary! My name is Jai Deagan and I was elected at
the 1994 AGM in Atlanta. Thanks to those of you who supported my nomination
and special thanks to my wife, Sue. While issuing thanks, I would like to also thank
the Peachtree MG Registry for their hospitality at the AGM. Special tribute must
be paid to my predecessor, Jerome, for without his help I could not be able do
this job and the Register would not exist as we know it today. Thanks also to
Edna, Jerome's wife, and their son, Ben, for their sacrifices while Jerome served
in office.
The transfer of the office equipment and the duties of the Secretary were
completed shortly after the AGM. I hope for most of you the transition went unnoticed, other than to hear a new voice on the 800 number! The 800 number now has
a fax machine attached if you have need to fax a membership renewal or regalia
order.
I am usually near the phone most evenings and will answer your call if at all
possible. If not, I'll return your call, so be sure to leave your name, address and
membership number if you are a member. This is helpful in lending the assistance
you have requested. I can also be reached via e-mail at JDeaganBaol.com or if
you're on America On Line just JDeagan.
As I sit here writing this, the better part of the driving season is over here in
Michigan. The cars are all stored away except for the occasional excursion we
made during the last warm days of fall. I have already made our reservations for
the National Convention at Lake Tahoe in June and look forward to meeting some
of our West Coast members there.
The process of preparing the Membership and Service Recommendation List
has begun and if things go well, it will be included with this issue of the "MGB
Driver". If not, it will be included with the March/April issue!
Along with the election of officers, the Annual Register Awards and some
Special Awards were presented at the AGM. These are covered elsewhere in the
"Driver" and I believe that minutes of the AGM were sent to affiliated chapters by
our new Vice-Chairman, Richard Miller. If you did not receive a copy, send me a
S.A.S. Envelope and I will forward them to you.
Remember-If you drive it, you'll have fun!

Hello again! I had the opportunity to participate in the second annual
endurance run at UML's party last August. Drew Hastings and I were among a
handful of MG enthusiasts to participate in this 1,000 mile drive that took us
through parts of Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio. We completed this event
in Drew's 1974 MGB tourer in a little over 21 hours-and without incident! In fact,
not one of the seven MGs ranging from MGA-B-C and Midget, that participated in
the "Lap of the Lake" suffered a mechanical malady. Not an insignificant feat considering the age of these cars! It proves just how reliable your MG can be when it
is treated to a good, regular maintenance schedule.
I have driven my own MGB from central Illinois to conventions in Atlanta,
Chicago, Peterborough Ontario, St. Louis and Washington D.C. It has racked up
thousands of miles driving to shows in the Midwest, Indianapolis, Grand Rapids,
Chicago and Abingdon (lllinois!). Jean and I plan on driving her to Lake Tahoe in
June and northern Georgia for NAMGBR meets. Seldom has she let me down.
NOW is an excellent time to undertake a mechanical inventory on your MGB
and start on those repairs needed before the 1995 driving season rolls around. I
encourage you to spend some time in your MG. As you 'become one' with her, you
will start to realize just why these cars were marketed-to be DRIVEN! The friendships you develop as you meet more and more MG enthusiasts will be friendships
of long duration-folks you are able to count on! Your MG will not only take you
to events, but will bring many new friends to you.
I don't know about you, but I have numerous projects to tackle this winter.
Front end rebuild on the B, and new brakes/rotors and flexible hoses. Also I must
put the "C" back together. The "extra" bedroom in our house has the appearance
of having had a small car exploding in there-interior panels here-seats and
dash over there-bonnet leaning against the wall next to the radiator! Try not to
step on the exhaust manifold or carbs when you reach for the box with the front
suspension kit that just came via the UPS truck! 1 have a very understanding wife,
in fact Jean even stated that our new house didn't "smell like home" until I
brought all of the boxes filled with MG parts inside! My sympathies to those of
you with only a garage to pursue your hobby!
Somewhere with this issue you will find a listing of the positions we have
open in the Register. I hope that you will take a look at it-positions from
Assistant Editor to Regalia Coordinator need to be filled. The position of
Advertising Coordinator provides the opportunity to work with our advertisers
whose support we value highly. We would also like to take onboard several
Assistant Membership Recruiters willing to work local meetings in their locale
promoting the North American MGB Register. ALL of these positions are important to the Register. The pay "ain't" great, but the rewards are numerous.
Belated congratulations to the Emerald Necklace MG Register named NAMGBR "Club of the Year" at the 1994 AGM. Also to Dave Sims of Cross Roads Auto
Systems awarded the "Good Samaritan" crown. To the Buffalo Octagon
Association 'Honorary Fire Fighters' for their help at MG '94. To Tom Biehl 1994
"Enthusiast of the Year" and finally to the Toronto MG Car Club awarded
"Newsletter of the Year". The 1995 AGM of the Register will be an MG Mardi Gras
meeting as we go to New Orleans on the weekend of October 21st. Hope you can
join us!
Continued on page 53

YOUR REGISTER NEEDS YOU!

orld's Leading Supplier
Of British Car Parts!

As the North American MGB Register matures and expands, we find it necessary to create several new positions in addition to filling positions vacant through
natural attrition. All of these roles are vital in the continued success of the
Register. Can I ask you to take a moment to read through the brief "Job
Descriptions" below to see if one of them interests you and take the opportunity
to become involved in the Register's daily operations? These positions need to be
filled as soon as possible and I urge you to contact me if you wish to be considered for any of the vacancies.You can reach me at Rick "Ernie" Ingram, Chairman,
NAMGBR, P.O. Box 588, St. Joseph, IL 61873, Tel: (217)469-2007 (home). Fax:
(217)366-9694, or E-Mail: mowog18 aol.com.

ADVERTISING COORDINATOR
Handles orders for advertising in the "MGB Driver" on a monthly basis.
Responsible for bi-monthly billing, accounting, and collection of advertising revenues. Interfaces with the Editor of the "Driver" and the Register Treasurer.
Answers inquiries regarding advertising, solicits new advertisers, help formulate
advertising policy and charges and other miscellaneous related tasks.
ASSISTANT EDITOR@)
More than one person needed to fill this newly created position. Tasks
include assisting the Editor in the production of the Register's bimonthly magazine the "MGB Driver". Solicit copy for insertion into the publication, research and
write articles for the magazine. Help maintain the high reputation the "Driver" has
attained and reports directly to the Editor. Computer skills a plus.
PUBLICITY COORDINATOR
Responsible for promoting the Register and its activities to the press and
related media, on an international basis. Issues information on upcoming events,
as well as press releases and photos of Register happenings and status on a timely basis. This is a vital position which keeps the Register in the forefront of both
the public's and the MG enthusiast's eye. Computer skills a plus. Reports to the
Executive Officers.
REGALIA COORDINATOR
Responsible for the sourcing, development and sale of Register-related
regalia such as T-shirts, badges, pins, patches, etc. to members. Should be able
to work within a budget as allotted by the Executive. Knowledge of inventory control and a creative mind a plus. Reports to Executive Officers.
ASSISTANT MEMBERSHIP RECRUITMENT COORDINATORS
Numerous individuals required for this newly formed position. Should be
willing and able to attend British Car Meets in defined areas to actively promote
the Register to prospective members. Requires more than just placing Register
flyers on car seats! Sales experience a plus and reports directly to the
Membership Coordinator. These positions are essential for the positive growth of
the Register.
Again if any of these positions has caught your eye, please do not hesitate to
contact me. Remember the Register is managed by enthusiasts FOR enthusiasts!
We need your help!

MGA + MGB + MGC + Midget
We take the guesswork out of product availability and cost.
Our low selling price is on the same page as the part you need.
We also stock a wide variety of OEM and reproduction parts
plus accessories to help "Keep'em On The Road.':.

Call For Your Free Catalog Today !
Order 9 to 5
7 Days A Week

-

Toll Free All USA & Canada

800-255-0088

Worldwide Orders 913-599-3299
Worldwide Fax
913-541-8500

I
British Motor Heritage Approved Distributor

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD

P.O. Box 14991 Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991

14 yc.ars ago! Tile Export Cornpound at Abingdon. Tile TRis on tile left are fi-orn
Special Tuning. Photo: John Seager

ASPECTS OF ABINGDON, PART V
Frilford Heath
Our recent series on MGB production at Abingdon has aroused a great deal
of interest, not only in the United States but also back in England. We sincerely
thank you for your many kind comments on the saga. We thought we had come
to the conclusion of our in-depth look at the MGB assembly lines but further information arising from the ongoing 'Aspects' series has enabled me to complete the
story in more detail.
Regular readers will have noticed that quite a few of the factory photographs
used in the series were credited to John Seager. John was employed at the MG
Factory in Abingdon from 1957 to 1980 in Maintenance and Facilities Engineering.
His task was to provide people such a s Don Hayter, the Chief Engineer, with the
facilities to undertake the many tasks required to develop and maintain MGB production including factory planning. John was also a member of the Abingdon MG
Camera Club, hence his superb pictures!
Recently we received what can only be described as an "audio letter" on cassette tape from John, giving further first-hand details regarding some of the activities we had briefly described in our previous installments.
We'll now turn these pages over to John to expand on our knowledge of the
life and times of Abingdon on Thames ...

"I have enjoyed very much the ongoing 'Aspects of Abingdon' as featured in
the "MCB Driver" and thought you might like some personal recollections of life
at the 'Gee' during the late seventies, which is the period covered in your articles.
1 started in the factory a s a Maintenance Electrician and was then promoted to
Electrical Foreman. That was followed by a spell a s Senior Maintenance Foreman
for some years before becoming Installation and Services Engineer. If someone
wanted a facility it was my job to provide it, and if they had a problem, it was my
job to solve it!
Let's begin with the Crash Test Facility, which we were able to build at some
50% less in capital cost than could be achieved elsewhere in Leyland, s o it was
8

built at Abingdon. The track had to be level within K', but the original, as laid
down by our then ex- university graduate engineer, had a variance in level of 2",
s o the track had to be restructured. The impact area was not a wall, it was a concrete cube. The steel plate on the front of it was one inch thick boiler plate. Don
Hayter's department came up with the idea of using the Jaguar engine, to pull the
MGBs down the track, because we could get the engine very much cheaper being
within the British Leyland group. We couldn't use an electric motor to pull the
cars into the wall. One of the problems was we had put electricity out to the crash
test site, but, because of the distance from the factory I was always concerned
that we would have a voltage drop problem because the demand kept getting
greater and greater. Eventually we'd end up with red faces somewhere!.
We had a Photographic Department at Cowley and they came over to shoot
the crash test photography. They used a special movie camera in which the lens
and the shutter rotated smoothly at 1600 frames per second to avoid jerking the
film. We then had a special projector to analyze the film of the crash in slow
motion. The cars were painted yellow and had black triangles on the side to aid
the recording photography, also to confirm the actual speed of the MGB when it
hit the block. The object was not to exceed 30 MPH. You could have exceeded 30
miles per hour and said, "We can meet the regulations", but there would have
been much, much more damage. 'Achieve 30 Mph But Not Exceed 30' was the
maxim. However, we also tested cars at 45 mph. There was a rotating disc about
8 inches in diameter quartered white and black, which turned at a true fixed
speed. We had to find a synchronous motor which ran at a speed in synch with
the mains. On most electric motors there is a 'slip'. When you calculate the speed
of a motor rated at, say 1,500 rpm, it generally runs about 1,470 rpm. This was not
acceptable in the crash testing program! We had to have a motor that ran at
exactly 1,500 rpm, s o again a special motor was purchased. This was to confirm
the actual speed at which the vehicle struck the block. Of course electronics and
Continued on page I0

The lust production MCB for sale.
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Aspects of Abingdon - Continued from page 9
testing are much more sophisticated nowadays, but back then we didn't have
today's electronics to assist us.
The MGB or Midget was towed towards the block at 30 mph, however, when
it actually struck the block it had t o be in "Free flight". That means the towing
mechanism had to be completely disconnected s o the car was totally on its own
whefi it hit.
The trailing cables for the telemetry attached t o the car were stored coiled in
trash cans and these ran out while the test was taking place. All in all, we had very
few complaints once the crash test was constructed and operating. It wasn't perfect but it worked! As a side note to all this, I guess you've all seen the 'crash test'
dummies they use today. Well, kept in Don Hayter's office was "Mr. Average", a
perspex cutout of a human figure designed by Terry Mitchell. "Mr. Average" was
laid out on the full-scale MG drawings t o see how much room a human being
would require inside the car! Ergonomics at an early stage!
You mentioned the smaller test block used t o test the "Sabrina" block
bumpers on the 74Ks. The eventual bumper was specified t o be able t o sustain a
5 mph impact with no damage and this standard we actually met. The Feds, however, were still not happy with this and the impact speed was further reduced to
a mere 2% mph! The MGB, fortunately, was a such sufficiently strong motorcar
that apart from the bumpers there was very little strengthening in other areas
required to meet the US regulations. In fact the 'B met most of the body tests surprisingly well, which was rather better than any other British manufacturer did!
Roy Brocklehurst was the senior MG engineering authority on US Federal
Regulations and he kept well up on what was anticipated o r required in the future.
His advice was often sought by other British manufacturers who were facing similar problems to MG interpreting Federal Regulations. It seems a shame that
Continued on page 12
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Aspects of Abingdon - Continued from page 10
towards the end the cost of
Federal Regulations and MG's
profitability
were
coming
together, but the closure came
before this could be achieved.
We had o n e other rig
indoors which I haven't seen
mentioned in the "Driver" and
this was t o d o with, of all things,
airbags! Now, bear in mind this
was back in the middle part of
t h e seventies, some twenty
years ago. The rig utilized a pendulum which could reproduce
the speeds and the velocities
very accurately. While it looked
very strange, Roy Brocklehurst
explained t o me how it worked.
We had one problem with the
airbags, however, in that they
were detonated and t h e gas
released t o expand the bag by
means of a .22 cartridge. The
cartridge was used because it
was s o fast. but the noise factor
The build sheet for the last car built a t
was tremendous and it was
thought that it might damage
Abingdon, a Limited Edition Pewter MCB GT.
some people's eardrums! While
Photo: John Seager
it might have saved a life we
could have faced litigation for loss of hearing of the driver! However, the need for
airbags did not seem t o be urgent at the time and the rig was shelved. Now
airbags are all the rage both in the US and here in England.
In regard t o weight testing of the MGs, we initially had difficulty finding someone t o manufacture a car weighing system for us. It was also the first time we had
been involved with electronic strain gauges and the like. It turned out to be a very
useful device. When you have weighing equipment which uses 'knife-edge technology' and you keep banging a car on and off, they don't last very long! But the
electronic strain gauges were very good and required very little movement to
undertake the weight testing. One of my tasks was t o get the thing calibrated. In
the industry, calibration was a feature that became more and more desirable but
the whole auto industry was not geared t o this. Averys, one of the largest and
most respected British weighing machine concerns undertook the calibrating
and when I asked to see the certificate of their test weights, I was met with the
response, "But we're Averys!" as though that said it all! I insisted that they trace
this back t o a certified Weights Laboratory such as that at Teddington and eventually I got my certificate! Also in fuel, the gas dispensers had t o be verified by
the Official Weights and Measures Department of the Crown. I asked them if they
could verify their measurements and they said, "yes", pointing out the government stamp on their vessels. However, they had no documentation t o prove that
12

their figures were correct until later. Lots of people complained about the Federal
Regulations and requirements but I think overall they were of benefit and cleared
lots of gray areas.
Engine testing was always interesting because there were s o many things
going on in there. Syd Enever would have engines in there on test, in fact we had
engines on test from all over BMC because, Abingdon being a small place, you
could achieve things you might not be able t o elsewhere. In Abingdon, if you were
in trouble people would help you, but in other factories within the group they
would bury you! There would always be someone looking for your job! While people were sometimes critical of our Heenan and Froude dynamometers they were
all based on static weights and spring balances and were extremely accurate and
easy t o verify. We did the engines for the Daytona cars and I recall we would build
an engine and run it flat out for 12 hours at a time. If that was OK we'd build another one exactly the same and hope that it would keep going in the race!
You were quite right, the MG Fire Fighting Team was very good and won competitions throughout the group with just one full-time fireman, the rest being volunteers. To the best of my recollection, we only had two fires actually in the MG
plant. One was while installing a sprinkler system, the other when the Works Fire
Station caught fire!
Purchasing was at its most efficient when we operated our own
Purchasing Department. This was
--.
due to the fact that most of our cars
had things peculiar t o MG, especialvm7ly those being exported t o the
States, and remember, 80% of our
production went t o America!
.. .. . ..+..
.- .
Purchasing control was eventually
w"'~.3?i~.936-~~T~,.
~~~~~~~x~
centralized. Then t h e problems
EiOIL'
- .--.- ....-.
sistarted! From a two day guaranteed
T
MEDIUM
delivery of parts we went to a four
week delivery due to the centralized
purchasing system! Prior to this I
had developed a good relationship
with certain suppliers, which was
particularly useful in an emergency!
It strikes me as rather ironic
that while we now hold our automotive workers in comparison with
Japanese autoworkers, people forget that 20 years ago we at MG were
employing the methods that a r e
now held up as the way to goBuild card for the last production MGB. As
everybody working as a team.
we have heard so many times, it was
We had a works suggestions
Porcelain White and destined for Japan!
scheme
which worked well and
Photo: John Seager
employees received rewards for sug*
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Aspects of Abingdon - Continued from page 13

TWO VIEWS OF THE LAST MIDGET LEAVING THE LINE AT ABINGDON

gestions which improved efficiency. One of my tasks was to investigate the feasibility of implementing the suggestions. Personally I couldn't enter, being told it
was part of my job to come up with new ideas! However, there was nothing to
stop me from suggesting some scheme or idea to a colleague, which if accepted,
bought us a nice evening out! One example comes to mind. Through changing the
circuitry in the paint plant we saved so much gas that the Gas Board came in to
investigate why our gas consumption had fallen so dramatically!
Speaking of paint, it was always a major problem, as although each car was
designated to be finished to a specific color, you really needed color from the
same batch to match it properly. Jack Butler, the Paint Finishing Foreman was
known as "Mr. Paint"! His knowledge on the subject was profound, and even ICI
and the other major paint manufacturers came to Abingdon to consult Jack when
they had a problem. When the factory shut down, another major paint manufacturer sought Jack's services, took him on, and wouldn't let him retire even when
he reached the age of 65!
You showed in an earlier issue, the MGB waxing plant. MGBs, when assembly
was finished and before dispatch, were waxed as you described. The wax was
applied with high-pressure airless guns, with 3000 psi in the system! You needed
an airless spray to keep the volatiles down and also to enhance the working environment.
When we learned the factory was to close, I began to shoot every aspect of
the assembly operation culminating in the last week prior to the closure. You
have already depicted the "last two" MGBs on the line but the build cards on the
last two were not the actual cards relevant to those cars! While taking photos of
the last two, I virtually ordered John Thornley and Sydney Enever to "stand over
there by the cars". As at this time I was just a Junior Engineer, this was maybe a
bit presumptuous of me to say the least, but both these elder MG statesmen willingly obliged! John Thornley was a good man and I highlight this with one anecdote typical of the man. Being in Facilities Engineering there were two telephones
on my desk and one day all they did was ring...ring...ring! After I'd answered yet
another call rather testily, the voice at the other end said, "I've had a day like that
too, John". I then realized it was John Thornley on the other end of the line!
In conclusion, working at the 'Gee' wasn't just a job, it was a very happy part
of my life, the best job I've ever had. Electrics and mechanics were of great interest to me. I used to love to draw circuits about which people would say "that can't
be done", but I couldn't lose. I could do either at least as good as they'd done, or
better!".
Through your Editor I send my best wishes to all NAMGBR members.

Photos: Iarl Smith
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THE MGB GARAGE
ARE YOU HOT?
One of the aggravating problems that haunts the owner of an MG is overheating. Some common causes of overheating are as follows:
1. Clogged radiator or water jackets in the block and head. Possible solution:
Try using a heavy duty chemical cleaner. Flush your water system regularly and
use a good quality anti-freeze with inhibitor.
2. Unsuitable or faulty thermostat. Solution: Repair or replace thermostat.
The normal temperature is 80"-90°C (176"-194°F).
3. Restricted air flow through the front grille. Solution: Remove all those car
club badges!
4. Loose fan belt. Solution: Tighten o r replace the fan belt if worn.
5. Retarded Spark. Solution: Check the timing with a strobe light, or by
attaching a light t o the lead from the distributor to determine when the points are
breaking. Adjust the distributor timing accordingly. Running retarded almost
always leads to overheating.
6. Faulty Distributor. Solution: Check the distributor and repair o r replace.
7. Lean mixture. Solution: Adjust the carburetors t o correct setting.
8. Worn rings or cylinder allowing blow-by of combustion gases heating the
cylinder walls. Check also leaking valve guides, head gasket and exhaust gasket.
Essentially anything that restricts air o r water flow, or causes friction will
increase temperatures. There are also internal engine causes, such a s improper
camshaft or torque when reassembling the engine following rebuild. For the most
part however, the overheating problem can be traced t o one of the common maladies outlined above.
Supplied by the Vintage MG Car Club, CA
MAGNETIC AlTRACTION!
Whenever you wish t o pick up iron or steel filings using a magnet, avoid the
mess of getting the stuff on the magnet by first putting the magnet in a small plastic bag or wrapping it with cling film. Filings then clinging to the plastic can be discarded by removing the plastic from the magnet over a garbage can and your
magnet stays clean!
Supplied by the MGMGMG Club, Milwaukee
OVERDRIVE MAINTENANCE
For those of you with LH overdrives fitted t o your MGBs, when next changing your gearbox oil, drain the overdrive unit and clean the filter magnets on the
inside of the rectangular sump cover. Check the fine wire mesh filter for damage
and fit a new gasket to the cover before replacing. Unscrew the square cover and
withdraw the solenoid and check the "0"rings are in good condition. Check the
wiring for corrosion especially the connections.
Supplied by the MGB Register, MGCC
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Zenith
Stromberg
Carburetor
Restoration

Another
Bench
Service

.......$175
...$250
...............$100

Midget w/Manual Choke..
MGB & Midget wlAuto Choke..
Auto Choke only

1

Cores available but we prefer to rebuild yours.
Aluminum parts glass beaded, mating flanges surfaced, steel parts
replatedl threads chased, Heat Mass calibrated, Jet resized.
NEW: Needle/Grose Jet/Diaphragm/O-rings, returned with
tuning instructions. Send complete with entire choke & water iacket.
Drain gasoline - wrap - pack securely - double box
Include letter w/mme, address, shipping address, home phone,
work phone, special instructions or requirements, Mastercardl
VISA number, we'll call you before we return the unit.

offering exceptional sportscar service since I975

UNIVERSITY MOTORS LTD

1

6490-F East Fulton Street
Ada, Michi an 49301-9006
Phone (616 682-0800
Fax (616) 682-0801
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CHAPTER CHATTER
Chicagoland MGB Club
We have had a very active and enjoyable season. Club membership is back
over 250 and we are doing further recruiting. Our major endeavor this year was,
of course, our project car. At our Abingdon weekend in September, the highlight
of the awards dinner was the drawing for the 1972 MGB Roadster we had built.
The winner was a resident on the Northwest side of Chicago who had owned
MGs several years ago. He has joined our club and we look forward to seeing the
car at future events.
We also have had an active rally schedule which has seen monthly rallies
since last May. We added a new event in July on the Northshore along Lake
Michigan which was very well attended. Our club rally championships are going
down t o the wire with numerous drivers and navigators in contention for championship trophies as we wind down t o our last rally of the season.
Our members attended many of the major events last year including MG '94
in Washington, Twist's Summer MG Picnic, the Champagne British Car Festival,
the Emerald Necklace Octagasm, Bluegrass British Car Show in addition t o the
Chicago British Car Festival and other events in Indiana and St. Louis.
We had numerous other informal events such a s go-karting nights, demolition derby nights and we also held a timed autocross at a small track in July. All
this in addition to our regular Natter 'n' Noggins. Our Abingdon weekend in
September was a great time and this year featured a funkhana on the streets of
downtown Abingdon, Illinois. The weather was gorgeous and the funkhana
devised by Reinout Vogt and John Magiera was both clever and challenging. The
Continued on page 26

Ct~icagolandMGB Club member.$ pose wit/?their 1972 MGB Raffle Car!

"THE SOURCE
For All Your MG Needs
"

M & G VINTAGE AUTO
265 ROUTE 17
P.O. BOX 226
TUXEDO PARK, NY 10987
Toll Free 800-631-8990
In N.Y. 914-753-5900
FAX 914-753-5613
Catalogs available upon request.
MGT - MGA - MGB
We run a body shop, do component
rebuilding and restoration, and have
a Showroom of Vintage cars.

INVESTMENT IN A LEGEND
Authonlcd \I<,,, Oz\lr~hulor

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE
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MEDICAL BULLETINTHE MGB NTDS EPIDEMIC
Richard Jefferson, MCs of Baltimore
UNCLE!-I admit it, I've had enough, I give up! Being raised in the Rockies you
would think the weather here in the East wouldn't bother me, but it has clearly
gotten the better of me this year.
On yet another day where I'm stuck inside due to the latest storm, I began an
analysis of what has made this year different. Was it the fact that the baseball season finished prematurely? Is it the fact that I've been bombarded by the media
tabloids promoting O.J., Roseanne, and Bill and Hilary? Or was it the realization
that my Nordic Track isn't as much fun as a run in the sun? While these factors
have added to the asylum atmosphere here at Casa Jefferson, I have discovered
the dominant factor in this winter's icy grip. The fact that there's a polished,
gassed and ready to run MGB in my garage is causing this family's mental suffering. Yes friends, I'm sad to report that my family is suffering from NTDS.
This little understood condition, soon to be reported in the "Lancet" or at the
least in "Hemmings", inflicts on its victims a variety of very sad symptoms.
Depression is the overall debilitating effect of the disease. Prolonged periods of
sulking are very common. Couples may note drastic mood swings in their partners. Tell-tale signs of the affliction can be found around the home. Be on the
lookout for tear-stained copies of the Moss and Victoria British catalogs. Many
other families have reported entire carburetors dissembled and the resultant
pieces taking priority over plates at the family dinner table! Other victims have
been reduced to compulsive building of MGB models and tragically, several
severe sufferers have been found frozen in unheated garages alongside their
beloved MGBs!

It has been observed that the NTDS condition is seasonally related and the
duration of outbreaks does have a correlation with the geographic location of the
affected individual. Individuals in far northern locations, places such as
Minneapolis and Seattle have been known to develop chronic infections.
Unfortunately, the severity of the condition's manifestation seems to be particularly
in those individuals that have been in contact with Lucas auto. aggravated
-.
electrics! At the current time (no pun intended!) the Center for Disease Control is
monitoring the situation closely. Officials at the Center report that trends have
been particularly disturbing this season and as yet, no definitive diagnostic test
has been developed. A Center official, who wished to remain anonymous, was
outraged that studies for this condition would not have been covered even if
Billary's healthcare coverage had passed!
Thank heavens the private sector has found a treatment that completely
reverses the effect of this debilitating malady-NTDS. Yes, friends! NO TOP
DOWN SYNDROME can be cured! Just one sunny day and a few miles of country
road can bring a complete recovery. I'm also told that those individuals that have
the dreaded Lucas side-effect recover even faster.
So hang on everyone! Avoid sleeping in your MGB in that unheated garage.
Check your calendar. Make sure all car shows and rally dates are clearly marked.
If things get really tough you might go out and rent a video, "The MCB Experience"
or "MGB, The Complete Story" should help. Your fellow MGB Register members or
local club associates can also act as a support group, just call them! Believe me,
they're suffering too! You could even volunteer a little, work on a friend's MGB
restoration project. If things approach a real crisis, you might just call Moss or
Victoria British. They're open 24 hours and willing to counsel you through your
worst withdrawals. Both organizations report that purchasing something shiny
from their catalogs brings immediate relief!

A pretty 1300 seen at the All Britisl~Meet in Portland, Oregon.

An unusual 'stretched' MGB seer] in England.
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LETTERS TO T H E REGISTER
Dear Register,
Please allow me the o ~ ~ o r t u n i t v
to respond to Bob ~ a ' s b n ' sand
Henry Christoff's letters to the
Register in the Sept./Oct. issue of the
"Driver".
Enclosed are contradictory
copies of the factory bulletins
regarding transmission oil recommendations for the MGB and the bulletin dated April 1975 supports my
original article.
Also enclosed is a copy of the
lubricant recommendations applicable to the MGB GT V8 and was taken
directly from the factory published
''Driver's Handbook': This model, as
mentioned in my article, used the
exact same transmission (apart from
,....
different gear ratios).
Moving further on, TR250/6
(1968-1972) fitted with "A-type overdrive transmissions and TR6 fitted
with "J"-type overdrive transmissions shared numerous overdrive components
with MGB 1963-'67 fitted with "D"-type overdrive transmissions and the MGB
1968-onwards fitted with "LHn-type overdrive transmissions. Recommended
transmission lubricant? (You guessed it!) 90EP.
In closing, cracked synchro rings were a common occurrence starting with
the 1968 models and continued for many years. I believe, if you did the appropriate research, you would probably find this to be one of the leading failures
regarding MGB transmission warranties; this occurred even with the use of the
correct transmission lubricant!
Finally, it is possible that you may find a cracked synchro ring upon transmission disassembly and the lubricant was 80W/90. However, a more likely scenario would be that someone tried to rectify an ongoing synchro problem by
draining and refilling the transmission with the aforementioned lubricant.
From experience, my transmission rebuilding program continues with a high
rate of success using 80W/90 hypoid oil!
Sincerely,
Doug Jackson, British Automotive, Novato, CA
Dear Register,
As an automotive photographer, I came to Del Mar racetrack at San Diego last
October in order to attend your convention and take some photographs of MGBs
for a new project I have been commissioned to undertake.
I went to the racetrack on Saturday and could not find any cars at all! On the
Sunday I looked in vain for your meet but could not find it. Even the officials at
the San Diego British Car Day knew nothing about any MGB meet.

Can you please advise me what happened? I phoned your Headquarters in
Chicago but could only reach an answering machine.
Sincerely,
Dave Grant, Escondido, CA
(Sony Dave-You got the wrong club and the wrong event! The MCB REGISTER
Convention was in Washington DC last June and attracted over 400 MCs. You would
have been fine there for your photography. However, I don't know whether you will
read your letter here or not, as you're obviously not a member o f the North American
MCB Register, but we71 send you a complimentary copy of the "Driver" containing
details o f our next Convention at Lake Tahoe in June 1995. See you there?!-Ed.)
Dear Register,
First, thanks for all the wonderful technical information in the "Driver",especially Bob Mason's contributions. No detail is too small for a properly restored
and running MGB, and your careful explanations are much appreciated.
Now, I have a trivia question for you. My MGB uses SU carburetors, and I
understand SU stands for "Skinners Union". What's the story behind Skinners
Union? Does the company still exist? What other cars used SU carburetors?
Thanks, and keep up the good work. Happy Motoring!
Sincerely,
Jose L. Lopez, Pleasant Hill, CA
(Thanks Jose for your comments. We will run the full SU story in an upcoming
issue o f the "Driver". Meanwhile, the last proper carburetor let? SU at the end o f
1994. They have been in business since 1905 but their production is now geared
towards fuel injection systems. The famous SU curbs however, will still be available
through another source. Watch this space!
Jose also won a NAMCBR patch for correctly identifyingthe throttle cable bracket poser in our September/October issue, as did William Zehring.-Ed.)

The Windsor-Detroit Chapter show their colors!
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CATCH AS CATCH CAM!
A Follow-Up on MCB C a m s h a f t s from Doug Jackson
Since my recent "Camshaft Choice" article which appeared in the Sept./Oct.
issue of the "MGB Driver", I have had several inquiries regarding valve seat duration and valve seat to seat timing which were not covered in the original article.
The information given by the camshaft grinder on these two items is basically a transposed calculation established from known camshaft information and
takes into account rocker arm ratio and valve clearances. Unfortunately it does
not take into account the actual rocker arm effective ratio (ER), which is a byproduct of rocker arm geometric conditions including valve installed height and
horizontal rocker arm position at rest (valve closed), pushrod angle and deflection, plus rocker arm shaft bush and camshaft bush clearance factors. All of these
will reduce the OEM blueprinted rocker ratio.
From engine assembly data sheets compiled over numerous years, the above
information can only be established from actual measurements taken at the
valves. Having reviewed these data sheets, the following is an approximation of
these events. For a moderate duration camshaft (215"- 225" @ .050" lifter rise),
anticipate 265"- 275" (intake) and 260"- 270" (exhaust) valve seat duration*, along
with the following valve seat to seat timing sequences*:
Intake opens 25"- 30" BTDC Exhaust opens 65"- 70" BBDC
Intake closes 60"- 65" ABDC Exhaust closes 15"- 20" ATDC
*Measured at .001" after valve opens and .001" before valve closes.

INCORPORATING
COSTELLO ENGINEERING
Costello V-8 Conversions
Costello Parts & Fuel Injection
Complete Repair; Restoration& Parts for ALL MG'S
Robin Weatherall - Jack Jenkins - Ken Costello
8370 OLIVE BLVD. - ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63132 - USA
FAX:314/567-5818
TEL: 314/567-5911

Note: The exhaust duration figures quoted are generally less than the intake
due to greater exhaust valve clearances.

BUYERS GUIDES PARTS

1 YR $22.95 2 YRS $39.95

Wirlrier at Stowe. Vermont the superb 1.969 MGB o f Steve Barlow.
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Chapter Chatter - Continued from page 18
MG show at the Abingdon American Legion featured some of the finest MGs in the
Midwest in a concours judged show conducted by NAMGBR's Concours
Coordinator, Dennis Trowbridge.
Our elections are underway for the 1995 officers and the high caliber of candidates running for office indicate that next year's program will be just as active.
If you live in the Chicago area and have an MG why not come and join us?
Kim Tonry
and now from THE SANTA CRUZ BRITISH MOTORCAR CLUB...
One of the enjoyable attractions of sports car club events during the 1950's
and 60's was the genuine friendliness and easy-going atmosphere of those gatherings. Politics, winning at all costs, and fragile egos didn't seem to be as prevalent then as they are today.
The second Annual Classic Concours and Tour held in Santa Cruz, California,
again captured that nostalgic good time so many of us remember from the
decades past. In a memorable gathering last October 17th, Northern California
sports car clubs came together in the redwood covered mountains by Monterey
Bay for a full day of activities.
A morning concours for regularly driven, non-trailered two-seater British
sports cars was the day's highlight with 121 car being shown. This concours
demonstrated that the quality of restored cars driven and enjoyed by their owners can be of the highest level and truly reflect the spirit of early sports car meets.
The different marques were mixed together on the field to encourage owners to
get acquainted and learn more about the various attributes of different automobiles. Lively conversations took place everywhere and probably a few tall tales of
sDorts car ex~loitswere heard during the banter!
A nice airay of MG TC, TD and ?F models were backed by a major showing
of the highest caliber in the MGAs and the MGBs. Looking over the field, it was
hard to believe that these glowing spotless vehicles are all regularly driven vehicles.
As part of the day, a beautiful three-tier gourmet buffet luncheon was served
on the sun-dappled patios of the Pasatiempo Inn amidst the autumn colors of the
surrounding forest. Eighteen elegant first place engraved silver trophies were presented to the winners.
In the afternoon, the cars were dispatched in groups of 15, one every five
minutes for the guided "Switchback Tour through Henry Cowell Redwoods State
Park. The groups were sent in opposite directions on a long, twisting loop that
carried them through corkscrew curves and shaded lanes deep in the redwoods,
then rushing them up sweeping ascents to the beautiful hillside vistas. The surprise treat was meeting groups traveling in opposite directions, with everyone
waving and beeping horns as they passed.
After a lengthy, talkative pit stop at the end of the tour, each car headed out
on its journey home. The tired departing drivers were wearing smiles a mile wide
as they recalled just why British sports cars and their dedicated owners have created and attended this type of classic event for over three decades. Next year's
Autumn Classic will be held on October 22, 1995 and you can call me at (408)4599636 for more details.
Bill Meade
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Detrix Robey's 197.3 MCB, winner of the Autumn Classic at Santa Cruz, California.

MCRs at the Santa Cruz Concours. Photo: Hank Leach
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alteration to the backplate for the oversize caliper. Most MGB race drivers, by the
way, remove the backplate totally to help cooling.
Our kit comes with:
2 New 18 mm wide Vented Rotors (which are
the same diameter as the stock product)
2 Completely Rebuilt Calipers, 4 piston style
A Set of Huge Carbon Fiber, Semi-Metallic
Brake Pads
2%" Alloy Concentric Rotor Spacers
2 Braided Stainless Steel Hoses with
Fittings
All New Grade 8 Nuts and Bolts Required
Template to Modify the Backplate (should
this be required)

BRAKING FOR PERFORMANCE
Bob Yarwood
When most MGB owners like to improve their engine performance, they go
for a 2 liter or even a V8 engine, however, almost all of these same owners do
nothing about their brakes! It's just no good making the 'B go faster if you can't
make it stop! You may get an accelerated thrill for the first mile, until you hit the
tree!
We now have a choice of improvements available and have tested these on
our own cars, both road and full-race versions. Firstly, we have found that carbon
fiber semi-metallic pads work really well. They require no warm up from cold to
work efficiently, just the usual breaking-in period. We only supply the uprated
version and as in the photographs it's easy to see why they are called uprated or
heavy duty. There is a much larger friction area, about 20% more, which in itself
helps but allied to the better carbon fiber compound gives worthwhile benefits
over the stock MGB pads.
Secondly, we can enhance this further by helping the cooling of the pads and
rotors by installing a pair of directionally drilled, heat normalized front rotors.
Now let's be honest, the last time most of you looked at your rotors they probably looked marginal at best and if you were to measure them carefully you might
find they were on or below their bottom width limits. (Minimum thickness is 7.6
mm).
Drilled rotors are a great replacement for the stock item and have excellent
cooling improvements, especially for those slalom or autocross tracks and even
for just 'out in the country' driving. In addition, the rotors together with the carbon fiber pads will really change the effectiveness of the front brake system!
We at British Parts Direct are very proud of our exclusive vented rotor, 4 piston caliper conversion. This is a completely bolt-on modification using the stock
MGB hubs (wire or steel) with no other modification required, apart from a small
28

We have tried this conversion on our 2 liter
road MGB and also several race cars including a
V8. The difference is dramatic with zero fade, and
extremely late braking is possible, plus the installation
couldn't be simpler. All the road wheels that we've had access to, fit including
wire wheels although there may be a couple of obscure wheel versions out there
with a strange back shape, but we think not!
So there you have it, you've made your MGB go quicker, now slow it down
properly-remember "Safety Fast"!
(We asked Bob what sort o f money we would have to part with to get some of
the items mentioned in his article. The carbon fiber semi-metallicHD brake pads run
$45 per set. A pair o f heat normalized, drilled rotors you can get for $98 per pair. I f
you wanted to go the whole hog, the full vented rotor, 4 piston caliper kit with all the
trimmings would be $695 complete. All these are available from British Parts Direct,
83485 N. Pacific Hwy., Creswell, OR 97246. Phone (503)895-2288 or fax them at
(803)895-2008. They also have h-ee catalogs o f items for your stock or full-race
MGB/MGA/Sprite or Midget.-Ed.)
BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE MG RACING SERVICES to
satisfy the increasing needsof the MG Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to help with race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgets too!
Hems rangingfrom full motors in various statesof tune, to the leather bonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, CIR - SIC
gear sets, LSD units, minilite wheels. B/O & WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
upratedshocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Please call with your requirementsand
we'll offer our own racing experience & knowledge.
WU FOR FRB W A O E PWFORWJKEPARTS CATMM)

CRESWELL, OR 97426

(Appointment Only)
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The Home o f M G Sport' Cars

Drawing by an exemployee at the MG Car Company, Ron Willis, depicting "The Last TWOfrom Abingdon", MG Midget from Line 5N at 12:05 pm on December 7th, 1979, Chassis
#229526 and MGB Tourer from Line Cat 2:09 pm, October 22nd, 1980, Chassis #521996, Porcelain White with Black Trim.
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"WET AND WILDu-CLUB

VISIT TO SILVERSTONE '94

Ross W. Whittaker
Imagine this, it is pouring down with rain, and you are attending a British car
show having brought your award winning car. Mind you, you d o not bring it on a
trailer, you drive it there! And this might not be a saloon car, rather an open prewar era car. Sound improbable t o you? Not t o the Brits! Of course they were wearing their sheepskin-lined leather bomber jackets, flying caps and usually goggles
too. The only cars we saw on trailers were race cars and even some of them were
driven on the road. We even passed a rare and beautiful MG PA Airline Coupe on
the motorway going t o the show!
Once again, Silverstone race track was the site of the MG Car Club
International's gathering for the 44th year. Unlike the event we attended two
years ago, in superb weather, this year it was very wet with rain on both days of
the meet. The inclement weather certainly did not seem t o deter the crowds of
MG owners/enthusiasts in attendance. In England if bad weather was a problem,
no one would go out and enjoy their cars. So, you make the best of it and, "carry
on"!
The two day event was divided into a huge parts swap meet, Register gatherings, and MGs racing in the rain. A dinner or disco Bar-BQ ended the Saturday
program. Sunday saw the Concours dlEtat, cars for sale and yet more swap meets
and specialist stalls.
This year we had hired a motorcoach t o take us and our group from the local
MG club in Milwaukee and Wisconsin t o Silverstone. Before the start of the day,
this reporter and spouse made a most appropriate investment in "wellies" and a

"brolly" a s part of the necessary attire for the day! Dry feet and head made for
greater enjoyment on wet days such a s this.
Saturday afternoon, the racing began and a s in the U.S., the cars were divided into classes to keep the competition keen and fairly even. The rain persisted
and it was fabulous watching pre and post-war MGs racing wheel to wheel, blasting through Woodcote Corner into the startlfinish area with plumes of spray flying behind. The starting grids were filled with MGs of all types and vintages ranging" from J2s, K3s, T-types, and a veritable horde of the later models of 'Bs and
Midgets. There was also, surprisingly, several Aston Martins, E-Types and even a
Mustang/Shelby 350GT out on the track a t one time or the other.
The show field was again divided into various MG groups ranging from prewar through the MG RV8s. The cars though wet, were beautiful and came from
e v e w h e r e ...The Netherlands, Germany, France, Belgium, and s o on. ..a true
international event! The huge parts mart was very extensive with items for sale
ranging from the earliest MG through t o the rubber-bumper MGB. Saturday
evening finished with a wonderful dinner in a large, very elegantly decorated tent.
Being used t o an occasional 'rubber chicken' dinner, this was the exact opposite
and the food was excellent along with the service, contrary to how we stereotype
the Brits.
Sunday brought more of Saturday's rain and we went shopping for those
s ~ e c i a lpriced parts left over t o bring home. The Concours field revealed not
many cars being judged and we also saw a gymkhana being run on the wet grass.
One had t o b e careful and pay full attention to the cars on the field t o avoid the
spray of water and mud!
However, it was a wonderful time. Those in the group we led greatly enjoyed
the experience of the event in spite of the wet conditions. Seeing how those in
England and from the Continent enjoy their MGs no matter what the conditions
really made us feel like "fair weather" enthusiasts. After all MGs are meant to b e
driven no matter what!
-

The MG RV8 at Silverstone, 1994.
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A growing trend? Body and bumpers painted the same color.
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TAKE A BRAKE WITH WHITE POST RESTORATIONS
Bob Hall
NAMGBR members who did not attend "MG '94" in Washington missed an
opportunity to visit with one of our valued regular advertisers, Billy Thompson of
White Post Restorations, who took great pride in showing visitors around his
facility. However, apart from the wonderful vehicles undergoing complete
restoration, Billy was at pains to point out his brake cylinder division which
began re-sleeving and rebuilding cylinders some 19 years ago.
High quality and fast service remain the hallmarks of the White Post brake
restoration, even while the volume of work keeps increasing. Over 500 cylinders
of every size, shape and description arrive at White Post every week! So many in
fact, that some White Post craftsmen now undertake re-sleeving and rebuilding
exclusively.
First they dissemble the cylinders and clean them by glassbeading. Then
they bore the cylinder oversize, press in the brass sleeve and size it to original
specifications. The cylinder is then rebuilt with whatever new parts are necessary
and a proper finish is applied to the outside. White Post offers a lifetime limited
warranty so your brake problems are over for as long as you own the car!
Perhaps even more amazing is that all this happens in less than three days!
If your brake cylinders arrive at White Post Monday morning they'll be on the UPS
truck headed for you by Wednesday evening. Also offered is a rush one day service through UPS overnight, so your brake cylinders need not keep you off the
road for a minute longer than necessary.
"People call us back and say how pleased they are with our work, they can't
believe their cylinders were returned so quickly", Billy told us. "We tell them that
we love to hear the compliments, but we'd like them to tell their colleagues."
From White Post's ever increasing amount of brake cylinder work it appears that
lots of NAMGBR members are spreading the word.
Nineteen years of re-sleeving with brass have given White Post experience
with every kind of brake cylinder imaginable, master cylinders too! They've come
off hundreds of different makes of cars and trucks, but it's this vast collective
knowledge of cylinder problems or potential problems that enable the experienced White Post craftsmen to end your brake problems for ever!
White Post also now provides a service of relining all kinds of brake shoes
and brake pads. So any member who is experiencing difficulties in this aspect of
their vehicle's restoration or repair is advised to "Take a Brake" and call White
Post anytime at (703)837-1140. Remember anyone can make an MG go faster-it's
the stopping that's the important part!

+

Brake cylinders completely

rebuilt and sleeved.

4 Lifetime Limited Warranty.

Pleare call us nowjor more i n j m i o n r

White Post Restorations
ne Old Car Drive

+ White Post, VA 22663

NEW MCB ROADSTER MODEL KIT-This K th scale plastic model kit is new to
the U.S. market. It is crisply molded with good body shape and dimension. This
MGB will not soil your floor as it has no engine or drivetrain to leak oil. It is only
RHD and will depict a MkI or MkII MGB very well. A British-sfyle rubber bumper
version is to follow shortly. Both are an excellent value for $25.00 each plus $2.50
shipping from D & R Enterprises. See their advert on page 56.

Keeping Classics Alive.. .
Pract~calClasslcs 1s Br~taln'sbestselling class~ccar magazlne
Every month ~t'spacked w ~ t hv~tal
~nforrnat~on
Full and part-rebu~lds, restorallon
techniques, pans and services, buylng
gu~des,home rebu~lds,car d~scover~es
and hundreds of affordable class~ccars
for sale1
Published on the second Frlday of
every month. Practical Class~cs 1s
ava~lablefrom your newsagents, or take

out a subscr~pt~on
and we'll arrange for a
year's supply to be posted to you - dlrect
and fresh from the prlnters

pmicyad5
Pract~calClassrcs Subscr~pr~ons
PO Box 500 Le~cesterLE99 OAA
Credo! card orders 0858 410888
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A REAL "COOL" 'B!

FROM OUR TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob Mason
Hope you all enjoyed the holidays and are looking forward to another exciting year of sports car motoring. Some of the following questions and replies may
help you get out and about in 1995! Don't forget, if you write me, please enclose a
S.A.S.E. for a personal reply.
First up from St. Charles, MO ...

The 1967 GTSpecial of Mark Holden, Phoenix, Arizona. This 'B /?as factory
approved/dealer installed air conditioning by Coolaire of Miami, Florida.

Dear Bob,
I drive a 1977 MGB. When I got it, the electrical fans and circuits were in
extremely poor condition. I also had doubts about the thermo switch but was told
this was no problem if I replaced the rubber seal at the same time as the switch.
I ordered a new switch and seal-big mistake!
The new seals are made differently than the original factory seals. I was able
to drive the 'B only ten miles after replacement for as soon a s pressure builds up
in the radiator, it blows out the thermo switch and the "new" seal. Since the ignition system is on the same side of the car, you now have coil, distributor, fuse
wiring and spark pug wires all soaked in anti-freeze solution! So the 'B dies and
you need a ride home.
It is possible t o pass #18 gauge wire through the radiator fins t o ensure the
thermo switch does not blow out . It doesn't look nice but it works. Where can
one obtain the factory clip KTP 9006?
Regards,
Stan Wilson
Dear Stan,
The MGBs up to GHN 511520, late 1979/early 1980 model, used URP 1026 rubber seal and URP 1126 switch which had two pin terminals. The later cars had a
radiator similar in design but with a slightly larger opening for the KTP 9005 rubber seal, KTP 9003 electrical switch with spade type terminals, and the switch
retaining clip KTP 9006.
If you have a radiator with the larger opening, the seal will not retain the
switch as designed for the earlier cars, and conversely, the larger later rubber
seal and switch of the later cars will not fit within the opening of the earlier cars.
As of this time, I d o not know of anyone who stocks the KTP 9006 clip. Maybe you
could find one in a salvage yard who might have a 1980 MGB, or you could order
one from any one of the numerous suppliers in England. Just remember, this clip
only works with the later switch with the spade type terminals. It will NOT work
with the earlier cars whose radiator was designed for the switch with the pin type
terminals.
Assuming you have the correct radiator as originally installed on your 1977
model MGB, the correct seal and switch should work with no problem whatsoever. A wire retainer can be fabricated as you describe o r you could fabricate a
wooden spacer t o fit snugly between the terminal and your top radiator hose,
which could then be tapedtsecured in place.
Bob
Continued on page 38

Technical Coordinator - Continued from page 37
M I X AND MISMATCH
A member called to say that he was having no success in obtaining a correct
mixture adjustment on the front carburetor of his 1964 MGB. During our conversation he said he wondered if the needle fixing screw in the piston could be causing the problem, as he could see that screw through the throat of the front carb,
but could not see it in the rear carb!?
With a few more questions the answer soon became apparent. It seems that
he had dropped and damaged the piston and dome (vacuum chamber) from his
1964 carburetor (this does happen-be careful!) and then decided that a similar
unit from his MGA would work. He changed the metering needle, and sure
enough, the piston dropped right in and the dome bolted down to his MGB carb
base. However, although the engine started, the mixture could not be adjusted.
SU carburetors are "keyed" to hold the piston in the correct position so that
the proper amount of air will pass through (vent) the two air transfer holes in the
base of the piston to the vacuum area in the dome above the piston.
In this case, the MGA and MGB pistons are "keyed" 90" from each other, so
that while the MGA piston would be in the correct position for the MGA H-Type
carb, the MGA piston in the MGB with the HS-Type carb would then be installed
90" clockwise to the correct MGB piston location. You cannot see the metering
needle retaining screw when looking through the throat of either carb if things
are OK. So if you can see a retaining screw, that's wrong!
It's alright to interchange carburetor parts, but if you do, make sure the parts
you are interchanging are from the same model carb, and that they are installed
in the same way as the parts you remove.
While discussing changing things in carburetors ...
Over the years many 'experts' have switched parts from one SU carburetor
to another and the results have usually been what they were looking for. The end
results were usually for the better and seldom worse. One problem that can
unknowingly be created is when switching carburetor dampers and domes, some
of these carburetors were of the 'dustproof' type and the later types were almost
always 'vented'.
Early carbs were of the dustproof type and had their vent in the angled neck
of the chamber, with a damper cap that did not have a vent hole in it. Later carbs
did not have this vent hole in the angled neck of the dome but they did have a
vent hole in the damper cap.
If you are not certain of what type you have, remove the damper and look
inside. Look just below the threads, to see if there is a small hole drilled at that
angled portion of the dome. If so, you do NOT want a vent hole in the damper cap.
Conversely, if there is no hole, you DO want a vented damper cap. You can have
one or the other, but not both!
Now a letter from Bloomfield NJ ...
Dear Bob,
I have a 1974 early MGB GT and about every 3 to 4 months I have to put a
voltage stabilizer on my car and have checked for a bad ground or a loose wire.
When I fill the tank up with gas it works OK for a while and then starts to jump
around. I installed a voltage stabilizer and for a month or so everything is fine.

I had the alternator checked for putting out 13 to 14 volts. Should I put a new
wire to the voltage stabilizer or is there a better stabilizer for my problem.
Lester Kirchner
Dear Lester,
The voltage stabilizer itself is normally a very reliable unit and seldom gives
any problems. The testing of this unit is covered in the electrical section of the
"Haynes Workshop Manual" in paragraph 48.
Simplifying the problem, proceed as follows: Using a 12-volt test light,
remove the electrical wire at the temperature transmitter at the front of the cylinder head. Insert the tip of the test lamp into the female end of the wire. Turn ON
the ignition switch. After about 15-20 seconds, the lamp will slowly start to cycle
on and off, with a dim glow from the bulb in the test lamp IF the circuit is satisfactory. Remove the hot wire at the fuel tank sending unit and repeat the procedure.
If the test lamp cycles too quickly on either circuit, you can assume that
there is too great a current draw, possibly caused by a defective gauge (not too
likely) or more likely a fault in that particular circuit and checking that circuit
should lead to the solution of your problem.
There is only one company that makes your particular voltage stabilizer, and
you will receive the same unit, no matter who you order it from. 1 think your problem lies with the fuel tank sending unit. If your stabilizer were defective, you
would normally see BOTH the fuel tank needle and your temperature needle moving in unison. Slowly moving (perhaps as much as two or three needle widths)
back and forth to either side of what would be normal position.
Bob
and finally...BREATHE EASY,
All MGBs and Midgets have a small plastic 'breather' assembly installed on
the top of the rear axle assembly, close to the differential area. This vents the
built-up pressure within the axle assembly to the atmosphere, and also prevents
the differential gear oil from being forced past the outer axle oil seals. Over a long
period of time, this vent may become plugged and the resultant seepage past the
oil seals will manifest itself on your rear brake shoes or your garage floor.
A plastic 'stem' is screwed into the axle casing and a round cap is then
snapped to this 'stem'. It is an easy matter to lever off the cap and stick a small
screwdriver through the 'stem' to ensure the opening is clear of any sludge. Then
snap the cap back into place. This is just one more of those minor items that
should be added to your maintenance check list-better safe than sorry.
...'till next time

THOUGHTS ON ENGINE REBUILDING
David Clarke, Sports Car Services, Westminster, VT
Apart from some early exercises in straightening bent nails, perhaps my first
concrete experience in the art of metal forming dates from a 1970 ring job on my
first MGA. As a well thrashed example of the Marque, my then 12-year-old MG suffered from a distinct lack of "pep", a situation my trusty advisers at Globe Foreign
Auto Parts assured me could easily be rectified in just one weekend by the judicious application of a head set, pan gasket and a new set of standard piston rings.
In fact, without even s o much as running the pro-forma glaze breaker through
the bores, the thirty dollar miracle of the piston rings made a whole new car out
of the old bomber for about 2,000 miles before the wake up call from the anvil
chorus in the crankcase. The resultant loud noises emanated from an unusually
clapped out bearing on the #2 connecting rod journal. The shiny copper bearing
inserts had become shiny blue tin foil inserts! Undaunted, and by that time relocated to the hinterlands of Vermont, I sourced a pair of used inserts from a conveniently located derelict engine and breathed nearly 50 more miles of life into
my old sports car before the inability to register any useful oil pressure caused
me to park the MG and ponder the matter!
The local machine shop in town resurrected the crankshaft at a ,030" undersize on the affected rod journals, .010" on the mains. The connecting rod was no
good, of course, and a substitute one was sourced from my parts engine. At the
machinist's suggestion, the three surviving rods and the replacement were reconditioned, the block bored and a set of fresh pistons fitted, a valve job done and
some valves replaced.
The passage of time and the wisdom gained through subsequent learning has
led me to some unmistakable conclusions. In engine reconditioning the single
most important assessment after visual inspection is measurement! Some measurements can be taken very accurately with a set of feeler gauges and Plastigage,
the little green thread which tells you your bearing clearances.
Most D.I.Y. owners of Spridgets, MGAs and MGBs would immediately recognize their particular head gasket by the familiar pear-shaped combustion chamber opening over the cylinder. That narrow radius appendage which overlaps the
top of the block corresponds to a minor portion of the path of the opening
exhaust valve. MGB engines with the 18V prefix already have appropriate valve
relief machined into the block to prevent the kind of unintended dual occupancy
which I discovered the hard way!
Before you mess around with different cam profiles, I would suggest you submit the critical clearances at the other end of the valve to the DAP test. Lay a narrow bead of window putty, an eighth of an inch is sufficient, clear across the piston and another small piece in the valve pocket formed on top of the block by the
head gasket, and look for the 'signature' of the fully opened valve. Unless the
block has been significantly decked or the head seriously milled, valve to piston
clearance should not be a problem. However, a minimum .050n safety margin in
the form of an accurately placed exhaust valve pocket needs to be present in the
block and .loo" is even better from a gas flow standpoint.
Let me mention one more item, and that is cleanliness. When I assemble an
engine be it my own or some else's I do my utmost to work clean. Before the block
goes to the machine shop the core plugs (sometimes incorrectly called "freeze"

plugs!) in the water jackets and the main oil gallery plugs and the engine ID plate
are removed. Then the block is ready for a long soak in the hot tank.
Upon the engine's return I clean it again, (Brake Clean works good for this)
blow it out thoroughly with compressed air and paint it inside and out! Inside to
aid oil drain down and more importantly to immobilize any sand left from the
casting process. Outside as a morale improver! While the block is in the machine
shop, all fasteners and fittings are subjected to a three part cleaning process and
painted as appropriate.
I recently had occasion to tear down somebody else's freshly rebuilt 1098cc
engine because of a lack of oil pressure with less than 150 miles on the clock. The
.01OW
under main bearings were fine but the .010" under rod bearings and journals
were scoured to beat the band! The journals would have required turning to .050"
undersize to clean them up. All this was a result of grinding swarf from the first
regrind exiting the crank on start up to destroy the bearings and the journals.
Don't cut any corners with cleaning crankshafts-Clean them TWICE!
When I'm ready to begin re-assembly, I line my work bench with clean newspaper and spread everything out where I can see it. Then I wash my tools and go
to work. If you're doing your own engine, good luck to you and don't make some
of the mistakes that I have had to learn the hard way!
(David, one of our regular advertisers can be contacted at (802)387-4540 i f you
have any questions o n engine rebuilding-Ed.)

Former Glorv
Restored
Repair and Complete
Renovation of
Automotive Coach Work

SPOKE CAR
32 North Street
Winchendon, MA
508-297-3105
Specialist Panel Beater
Certified Dupont Refinisher
C A R O W Collision
Repair System

Rebuild and
Repair
Meticulous Servicing
and Careful
Attention to Detail

SPOKTS CAR
SERVICES
Wesbmkter, VT
802-387-4540

Al aspects of servicing
including complete driveline
and chassis repair.
Comprehensive maintenance
and tuning.

MC NEWS
NEW MGB CATALOGS
We have just received from Seven Enterprises the latest issue of their MGB
catalog which every member should have! Fully illustrated and with useful tips
included, you can obtain a copy by writing or calling to Seven. Their address is
on page 19.
Another of our advertisers, down in Arkansas, MG Bits &Spares, has a useful
MGB catalog. They also have acres of new and used MGB spares and their business is run by a couple of real enthusiasts, Don and Shirley Bridger. Their advert
can be found on page 53.
Please mention the "MGB Driver" when asking for catalogs from our advertisers.
THIS YOU G O l T A HAVE!!-"ORICINAL MCB with MGC and MCB CT V8"
On back the cover of the last issue of the "Driver" we gave you a teaser for
the superb new book by Anders Ditlev Clausager, the renowned Archivist at the
Heritage Center in England. As you know, Anders spends most of his working
days researching the history of your cars and sending out those great certificates
detailing your cars' production history.
Well, Anders has turned his research talent to another good use and his
labors have resulted in "ORIGINALMGB", the definitive restorers guide to authenticity and originality, This information is contained within 152 big pages and illustrated with a staggering 270 color photos taken by ace lensman John Colley.
Drawing from factory records, parts lists, and catalogs, in addition to the
many years of cumulative expertise of knowledgeable MGB people worldwide,
Anders has produced the most comprehensive survey of the MGB ever produced.
All the various model changes both major and minor during the 18 years the 'B
was produced are listed in detail, and it appears that no point is too small for
inclusion. The book also covers the MGC and the MGB GT V8 and adds new luster to the supercars of Abingdon in this area of originality and authenticity.
Let's befrank! I'm totall; biased towards
this volume and have been ever since I was
privileged to read the proof sent over last
year. Our own Founding Chairman John H.
Twist, Caroline Robinson, NAMGBR rnembers Lloyd Faust and Orin Harding plus many
other members of the Register and the
Abingdon workforce, including our Honorary
Members, Don Hayter and Geoff Allen
ensured the accuracy of this tourde-force in
regard to the immortal MGB. Go out and buy, b--

Classic MGB Spares
From The Original
British Parts Specialist
J The Largest, Most Extensive
Inventory in the World!

We stock obscure a s well a s common items.
Our commitment to re-tooling obsolete spares
insures the complete and correct restoration of
your classic MG sports car.

J

No Risk Shopping!

e want you to be happy with the components
you get from us! We have the best returns
policy in the business and always go
the extra mile to keep you satisfied.

J Convenient Hours, Open Sunday Too!
Our longer hours make it more convenient for
you to shop for the parts you need, especially
evenings and weekends! Phone us Monday
through Friday from 6 am to 7 pm Pacific Time
and 7 am to 4 pm Saturday and Sunday.

/

Faster Service!

We ship over 90% of our orders the same day
they are received from warehouses in both
California and New Jersey. Order by
2 pm, your local time, for same day shipping.

/

Free Illustrated Catalogs!

Our famous, comprehensive catalogs
help you find the parts you need
quickly and easily. Just specify
the edition you need: MG TC-TD-TF,
MGA, MGB or SpriteIMidget.

J

J

Free Color Quarterly Newsletter!

Each issue of Moss Motoring is filled with
specially priced sale items, new product
releases, tech tips, feature articles,
British car news and events.

Quality Parts, First Class Service!

Give u s a call, we know that you'll be pleased!

MOSS MOTORS, LTD.

P.O. Box 847 7200 Hollister Avenue
Goleta, California 931 16
805-968-1041

(Moss has this book under part #211-355
and no doubt Victoria British and others will
also be selling this great work-call them
soon, you won't regret it!-Ed)

800-235-6954

Toll-Free Ordering in U.S.A. & Canada

805-968-6910
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Hour Fax Ordering

DEFUNCTDISTRIBUTOR?
Randy Matley, Idaho MC Club
Recently I've had the opportunity to replace the distributors in both my MGs.
One had a questionable vacuum advance and the other was just plain 'loose'! So,
you may well ask, how can you determine whether or not your distributor is sick
or deceased! The distributor performs several functions all related to the timing
and distribution of an electrical charge which, upon reaching the spark plugs,
becomes a spark, initiates ignition in the fuellair mixture which then expands
rapidly, forcing the piston down ...well, you get the idea. However it is a vital element in the smooth operation of your MGB engine.
You can get an idea of the condition of your distributor without even removing it from the car. However, as with any work involving the automobile electrics,
the battery should be disconnected first. If you cannot find, or have trouble locating the distributor, then you might well refer this work to a qualified mechanic!
First you must remove the distributor cap. Most of us have done this and it
is pretty straightforward. Next, find the vacuum advance diaphragm on the side
of the unit. This is a round disc-like thing with a copper or rubber tube attached
to it. Remove the tube from the diaphragm and go to your parts box and find
another piece of tubing the same diameter and at least eighteen inches long. This
tube should be clean and free of any fluids or oil.
Fit one end of the tube on the vacuum advance diaphragm and the other on
to your handy, hand-held vacuum pump. What? You don't have a vacuum pump?
Well then, hold the tube to your lips and pretend that it is a straw and the distributor is one of those old-fashioned double-thick chocolate milk shakes and you
are just dying for a taste! (This is why you should use a clean piece of tube!)
Now, suck hard and once you have created the vacuum in the diaphragm a
couple of things should happen. If you are able to continue drawing air through
the tube, the advance diaphragm is probably perforated and not much use. The
thing that should happen is that the plate inside the distributor upon which the
points are mounted, should rotate a small distance. The degree of rotation will
depend upon how badly you wanted to taste our fictitious milk shake! The really
important test is the leak test, and any loss of vacuum or the ability to draw air
through the tube indicates a faulty vacuum advance diaphragm.
Another item to check is the fit of the distributor shaft inside the housing.
This can be done by simply grasping the rotor and moving it from side to side. A
little movement may be acceptable but anything greater than a hundredth of an
inch is questionable. Side to side movement of the shaft will change the point gap
setting a s the engine is running, and thus will provide an inconsistent spark.
Next we can check the mechanical advance. Once again, we can check this by
grasping the rotor but this time we will rotate it counter-clockwise. It should
move easily through several degrees of arc and then return to near its original
location when released. If it will not move or is stiff or sticky, the distributor will
at the very least require disassembly and a thorough cleaning. New and rebuilt
distributors are available from several sources and are reasonably priced. You
may be surprised at the difference a well maintained or rebuilt distributor will
make in the performance of your MGB. I sure was!

...

We have pleaswe in announcing

"THEMGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK"
This novel volume is to be published in early 1995, with a foreword
by DON HAYTER former Chief Engineer at Abingdon and responsible
for the MGB. It will contain approximately 150 pages of MGB news,
views, history, photographs, plus features on the Midget and MG
1100/1300 edited by Marcham Rhoade.
S Handy 5% x 8%"glove box size, printed on high quality paper.
S International coverage of 1994 events, happenings, and club

news from around the world.
S The MGB in competition during 1994.
S Feature articles on the history and development of the MGB.
S Rare factory information detailing how the MGB was built at

Abingdon.
S Personality profiles of the people involved in the building of the

MGB.
S Details and addresses of all responding clubs.
S Comprehensive bibliography and videography of material per-

taining to the MGB.
S Plus a selection of useful hints and tips to better maintain your

MGB.

We invite clubs and individuals to submit material for possible
inclusion in the "MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK" including reports, text,
articles and especially photographs showing the MGB, Midget and MG
1100/1300. Enter your photos in our competition (with a great first prize)
for the front cover of the "MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK" ! Photos must
depict the spirit of the MGB-Britain's most popular sports car!
Please send your inquiries, submissions and comments to:

THE MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK
P.O. Box 2645
Goleta, CA 93117
(Published by MG Publications in association with Ideal Images and with
the support of the North American MGB Register and the MGB Register
of the MG Car Club of England.)
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MCB WISHBONE BUSHING REPLACEMENT
Otto Pope
There is one sure way to improve your MGB's ride and handling and that is
by replacing the stock inboard wishbone arm bushings with the MGB GT V 8 type
bushings. The V 8 bushings will positively and permanently locate your front suspension wishbone arms and you will not need to frequently replace them like the
standard rubber bushings. THIS IS NOT A DIFFICULT JOB!
To determine if your MGB needs new bushings, simply walk around the front
of your car. Look underneath and locate the inner wishbone arms. If the nut that
holds the wishbone to the pivot is off center or if the old rubber bushing is torn
or missing it's time for replacement. I recommend that you order the V 8 bushings
for the inboard attachment and new distance pieces and seals for the outboard
attachment to the kingpins. This is also a good time to check the condition of
your kingpins and the sway bar (anti-roll bar) mounting if you have one. If not,
you might consider installing one-it makes a difference!
Start by jacking up the front of your 'B and supporting it on jack stands, no
bricks! Don't rush the job and be sure to 'B safe!! Check the kingpins for free play
by grabbing the wheel at the top and the bottom, and then side to side rocking
them. If your kingpins are OK, continue. If not, you have some expensive choices
to make!
Now remove both front wheels and place a small hydraulic jack under the
spring pan directly below the coil spring. Jack the spring pan up 2 to 3 inches to
compress the coil spring. Remove the bolt holding the sway bar link if your MGB
has one, then remove the bolts holding the spring pan to the front and rear wishbone arms. Lower the jack to take the tension off the coil spring. Remove the
spring pan, coil spring and dissemble the wishbone arms from the pivot, inboard,
and the king pin outboard.
Repeat the disassembly on the other side of the MG. By the way, a fellow club
member suggested that I switch the right and left coil springs to make up for any
sag that might have developed on the driver's side spring and I found this to be
an excellent idea.
Clean the grease and dirt off the parts you have removed and use silicone
spray, brake fluid or even good old soap and water to allow the new bushings to
slip easily into the wishbone arms. The new bushings are wider than the wishbone arms, s o center the arms on the bushings. They are not difficult to press in,
use a vise or a C-clamp. Then reassemble the wishbone arms inboard, and the distance tube and seals outboard. You might be well advised to have by you one of
the many excellent MGB parts catalogs, available free from our valued advertisers showing the suspension's exploded view, s o you know what goes where!
Reuse the large washers between the nut and the wishbone on the inboard
pivot. Lubricate the inside and the outside of the distance tube before installing.
DO NOT fully tighten the mounting nuts, and leave room for the spring pan to fit
between the wishbone arms. Place the coil spring between the wishbone arms
with the spring pan under it.
Use the hydraulic jack under the center of the spring pan to compress the
coil spring while aligning the holes between the spring pan and the wishbone
arms. Slip the outboard bolts in first, assemble with lock washers then snug up
the bolts. Now, swing the inboard end of the spring pan into position, slip the

Continued on page 53
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You may recall that in our last issue we ran the story "2B or Not 2B" by Ian Pender
which was quite amusing. After we had gone to press, Ian submitted these photographs which should have accompanied the feature. Above, we have two o f the
'Bs with Ian's V8 on the left. Below, Alan contemplates some Lucas spaghetti in the
'B that he bought!

LET'S CLEAR THE AIR
Ron Phillips
(Ron solves a problem that could apply to any British car which had the vapor
emission control system especially MGBs and Midgets made from the early '70's, and
finds that the shop manual test can mislead a tester to the wrong conclusion!-Ed.)
"There can't be many of us that really like the smell of gasoline, especially
inside a closed automobile. I was just about ready to sell my 1971 MGB GT
because I couldn't stand the intermittent smell and I just could not find the 'normal' reasons for gasoline fumes being in the cockpit, instead of staying in the system where they belonged.
Yes, I had checked the float level and replaced the needle and seat in the carb
float lids, the normal causes of flooding and attendant fuel vapors. That wasn't it,
so I checked every hose, component, and connection on the fuel system and the
emission control system. All were tight and showed no sign of leaks. This MGB
had one tight fuel system--except that I could smell gas!
So I turned to the shop manual and proceeded to run their "evaporative loss
control" test for the closed fuel system that all MGBs had from 1970 onward. I still
suspected a leak somewhere in the gas tanklvapor separator area as I could find
nothing wrong in the engine bay. The shop manual said to apply no more than 1
psi of air pressure to the vapor pipe at the canister end to test there are no leaks
in the system. The air gauge should show a drop of no more than 5 psi in 10 seconds according to the manual, for the system to be OK.
My test, using a hand-held vacuum/pressure pump showed no leak down
whatsoever! So I removed the non-vented gas cap. Still no leak down. That was
wrong! There should be leak down with the cap removed. I had found the problem-as after removing the gas cap any pressure in the system should have vented to the atmosphere. Since it didn't, I now knew that the line was plugged somewhere from the gas tank to the charcoal canister in the engine bay. And if that line
is plugged up, the evaporative loss system cannot work! And if that doesn't suck
up the excess fumes from the fuel system into the engine and burn them, I get to
draw the fumes into my lungs as the expanding vapors escape the 'closed' fuel
system into my vehicle living space! So much for the "effective" test documented
in the shop manual. It didn't leak, but neither did it suck!
Now the challenge was to find where the line was plugged and here's where
this article may save you some time and work if your MGB has the same problem.
If you look at page 15 of the Moss MGB catalog, you will see the vapor line in question (items 83 through 86) together with the rest of the emission components.
Notice the union, item 85. It transpired that rust was plugging this union solid!
The lines had some of the 'crud' in them too, but only at this union point. Why
here? Because the inside diameter of the union is smaller than the line and if any
particles of rust are going to be sucked from the fuel tank, separator tank and
lines, they will lodge here!
So where is this darned union? It's just behind the right rear tire. You can see
it without removing the wheel, but it's a lot easier to get to if you do take off the
wheel. Remember to use a properly placed jack stand under the MGB for safety if
you jack up the car and remove the wheel. Make sure you have correctly identified the vapor line, as the fuel line and brake line are in the same area. So be extra
sure in your identification of the vapor line. Trace it forward to the vapor canister

and backward to the vapor separator. You wouldn't want to disconnect the
wrong line, would you?!
By undoing the hose connection from the vapor canister inside the right rear
quarter panel (item 81), removing the union, and undoing the rubber connection
between the vapor line and the canister (item 71) I was able to successfully blow
compressed air at 100 psi from each end to the disconnected union point. A piece
of welding rod or wire coat hanger can help remove the build-up just at the union
connection, then apply more air until there is no impedance to the air flow. For
the union itself, I had to use a drill bit to clean it out, the rust and 'crud' was so
well packed into it that I couldn't force it out even with the welding rod! I guess
that evaporative loss system really applies some vacuum to the lines, or that
union wouldn't have been so plugged up!
Why was there rust in there in the first place? Probably because the car sat
unused for over 4 years before I bought it. I'll also bet the gas tank was not kept
full either, allowing condensation to build up inside it, and the vapor separator
tank. I hope this story will maybe help you to get cleaner air both inside and outside your MGB.

Products that Perform

m:
1924cc Engine Kit-83mm Pistons, camshaft, roller rockers. Electronic
Ignition Kits. Carb modifications and manifold alternatives. Alternator
adaptation for Generator equipped cars. COOL ING: Expansion tank Kit
(pre'77). BRAKFS: Drilled Cad-plated Front disks, Carbon Kevlar Brake Pads.
SUSPFNSION: Custom Designed Panhard Rod Kits (tube axels), Fiberglass Rear
Leaf Springs. Real Information on Front Suspension Modifications.
TRANSMISSION: Polypropelene Trans Cover ('63-'67 all-synchro conversion)
FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMAllON, PLEASE CALL US

m

BRITISH AUTOMOTIVE
(415 ) 883-7200

A UNIQUE CT AT U M SUMMER PARTY
The pictures shown on these pages a r e of a unique 1973 MGB GT belonging
W.J. Smith. This beautiful car is an excellent example of what happens when
enthusiast who is also a fine craftsman decides to d o something just a little
different. Mr. Smith's car has a number of custom items but t o name just a
few ...a Chevrolet 2.8 litre V6 engine with multi-port fuel injection (MPFI), a T5
close-ratio 5-speed gearbox, a McCloud clutch assembly and uprated Spax suspension.

Sell-Seek-Swap - Continued from page 58
MORE PARTS FOR SALE
MGB Brand New Moss Carpet Kit--#233-240, brown, deluxe for 1968-1980
Roadster. Value-$299, yours for only $175. (609)778-3695, NJ
MGB Factory Hard Top-VGC, $275. Roll bar for MGB, fits under soft top $100.
(603)749-3235, After 6 pm EST, NH
Parting out 1974 MGB GT-Please call for available parts. (603)424-7752, NH
Many MGB Parts-Front and rear shocks $35 each; Rear springs for '77 $60 pair;
'77 steering wheel $50; Parts t o convert t o wire wheels $150; 4 Rostyles with
hubs and trim rings, like new $200; '77 headrests $40; '77 carb w/manifold air
pump and all smog parts $250; Allison electronic ignition $50; Lucas distributor
$25; Full tonneau $50; Monza headers $50; Pair of Midget SU carbs w/manifold
$125. (414)336-5807, WI

PARTS WANTED
For my MGB GT-Good

headliner in gray vinyl. (417)794-3462, MO

IN DEFENSE OF THE RUBBER BUMPERED MGB

From the Chairman - Continued from page 5

Carry Boggis, M C Car Club

Finally, I hope you've made plans t o attend "Westward Ho!-MG '95" at beautiful Lake Tahoe. A wonderful opportunity to get out and about in your MG and
see some magnificent areas of this great country. The Sacramento Valley MG Car
Club is working hard t o assure you a great time. And for those of you on the East
Coast, the Peachtree Registry of Atlanta is coordinating a Mini-Con in Northern
Georgia the last weekend in August. Don't miss out on the fun at these two great
meetings, and the many others listed in "Where to 'B"!
Octagonally,

You know, motoring has changed. Even one as young a s I can remember
going out for a drive in the country on a Sunday morning and hardly meeting
another vehicle. Now, any long journey is going to have a hold up at some point
and at least one "near miss"! If you go into any reasonably sized town t o d o some
shopping you are going t o have t o park in the car park o r a multi-story. You wonder what condition your precious MGB is going to be in when you return, o r if it's
there at all! We've all seen them haven't we? The "Park by Touch" brigade and the
"I've found a space now, I may be on my twelfth attempt but I'm going t o get it in
here" group! With folks like this around you need protection.
So why d o some people scorn rubber bumper MGBs? When you buy a car for
everyday use it's got t o be practical, right? You cannot use a chrome bumper
MGB everyday for going t o work, doing the shopping, picking up the kids, etc. if
you live in a large town or city without sustaining some damage. OK, s o some
smarty out there is saying, "I do"! Well, your time will come fellow enthusiast!
Modern cars d o not have chrome steel bumpers. They graduated through the
bars of railroad track with a lump of plastic tacked on each end to the modern
deformable, aerodynamic, integrated style that is now commonplace. Makers d o
not even list them as special features in their brochures anymore! Owners d o not
have t o shell out for a new bumper every month because the 'wannabe' boylgirl
racer in the Riceburner had an off day trying to park next t o you! Any more than
a tap t o a "chromie MGB" and the valance or the fender goes as well, meaning the
addition of the dreaded bondo or a considerable deduction from your bank
account!
What? They don't handle a s well? How often d o any of you go fast enough to
make any difference? Most of those originally inferior rubber bumper models are
half the age of the "chromies", many of which by now have had their rubber bushings turned t o powder and whose springs sag more than Granny Clampitt's stockings! Anyway, modern cars of quite lowly stature run rings around MGs and if you
disagree, you haven't driven one properly! The fact is we drive our MGBs because
we love the look of them, the fun of them, the sound of them, the low maintenance
costs, low depreciation etc ...well it goes on and on doesn't it?
I'm not denigrating the chromies you understand, I would like one t o use at
the weekends, but I would go back t o rubber for during the week! Preferably with
side rubbing strips too!
It also seems t o be ingrained into the owners too. How many times have I
been at an event and overheard someone say, "Of course I would have bought a
chrome bumper but this rubber one came up at a good price"? Stand up for your
model and be proud! Just because it's not fashionable at the moment doesn't
mean it won't be. Just ask someone in the trade what a Twin Cam MGA was worth
once upon a time!
The rubber bumper MGB and Midget models are a cheap intro into real MG
motoring and bring in new members t o the Register. One day, when it's too late,
everyone will realize what they've been missing!

E d
Wishbone Bushings - Continued from page 46
bolts through the aligned holes and install the lock washers and nuts. Tighten the
front and rear nuts t o the pivot arm and the nut and bolt to the kingpin. Install
new split pins.
Finally d o a lube job on the front end, remount the wheels, remove the jack
stand and lower the MGB. Total time t o d o the mechanical work about 3 t o 4
hours, but if you encounter some rusty bolts or wish t o clean and repaint your
suspension parts you will need more time. The effort will be well worth it!
(If you decide to do this, I've found that if you give all the nuts and bolts a thorough soaking in WD40 or similar fluid a couple of days before you tackle the job, life
will be s o much easier when you start! Otto is quite right, fitting the V8 bushes makes
a REAL difference to your 'B!-Ed.)

Register CTs at the I'ortland All British Meet.
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VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR

Dale E. Muure

New and Used

President

7823 Loisdale Road Springfield. Virginia 22150

- 703.550.0234

Connell's
MG Service
6667 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Phone: 317 1 545-6108

206 Atrisco Rd. SW
lbuquerque, NM 87105

Don and Carol T

JOE CURT0 INC.
GENUINE

@)
SPARES

Bob Connell

Specializing in S.U Carburetors
and British Car Parts
22-09126th St.
College Point, NY 11356

718-762-SUSU
(762-7878)
FAX: 71 8-762-6287

SALES

(210) 626-3840

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE

JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
OWNERS

24027 CROSSLAND
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264

4

MG, TRIUMPH, TVR, JAGUAR

/

TOM (i JOYCE LEIMARCHE

(203)889-0178
OAKDALE,
165 ROUTECT
82 06370
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VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR
(609) 399-2824
8:30 6

SPECIALIZIIG I N UCe

-

D AND R ENTERPRISES

Christ

IMPORTERS & RETAILERS OF FINE BRITISH
SPORTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

"We Sexvice & iW#airL&8 ~oreign
Cars"
$+IVUUBLE

ROSS

W. W H l T A K E R
OWNER

631 SE 215TH AVE.
GRESHAM. OR 97030
(503) 667-4104

'

Fa<;-

CHRIS ROBERTS
PRESIDENT

633 HAVEN AVE.
OCEAN CITY, N.J. 08226

Extensive Inventory
New L Used Parts
Repairs 8 Restoration
Wanted - British Cars
Any Condition
Call For Catalog / Daily UPS

MG Bits & Spares
P.O. Box 864
Jonesboro, AR 72401
(501) 932-7150
Complete Range of parts
~O~MGB
MGBGT
B
MG

TOLL FREE ORDER PHONE
1-800-643-3482

Rob Medynski

Davlor %*OD
kfa1

1577 Macopin Rd.
West Milford, NJ 07480

1650 Mansf~eldStreet
Santa Cruz. CA 95062
(408) 479-4495 - nrformatron. orders
(800) WIRE-WHEEL to request free catalogs

NEW WIRE WHEELS

Repairs & Restorations of Classic MG's from 1945
New & Used Parts Available
(20 1 )-728-3096
$35.00
per hr.

JAG

AH

9278 Old East Tyburn Road
Morr~sville,PA 19067
(215) 736-9300
FAX (215) 736-3089

BRITISH WIRE WHEEL

15 yrs.
Experience

MG

TR

Custom offsets, rlrn slzes tubeless
V~ntageraclng appl~cat~ons
Convers~onsto wlre wheels

WIRE WHEEL RESTORATION,
RECONDITIONING6 TRUING

-

%$*,
M U .ITE

MINI-LITE REPRODUCTION - 15x6'
TIRES & TUBES

-

-

Avon Dunlop M~chel~n
BF Goodrlch e c
Wh~tewalls8 Redwalls added

SPLINE0 HUBS, KNOCICOFFS, HAMMERS

Wc munuln the L r p . most comprchenuw Innnrory of he a h produrn In the US
Wc olfer knowledgeable xmce and the finer merchandse ar he l w pnce

SELL-SEEK-SWAP!
The Marketplace of the North American MCB Register
Ads in this section are FREE to MGB Register members-please send ad
with membership number to P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA 931 17. Other ads by
arrangement with the Secretary. All ads must be received by the 1st of the
month prior to publication for inclusion. (i.e. MarchJApril issue deadline is
February 1st.) So you don't waste your time looking up area codes, the originating state is shown after each ad!

1969 MGB GT-BRG, all mechanicals replaced or rebuilt (engine, clutch, brakes,
suspension, etc.) within last 9K miles. NO rust, new tires. $13,000 invested in
car plus owners time. $3,700. (408)358-7869, CA
1971 MGB Roadster-Complete and running project car. Needs floors, sills,
lower quarter panels and top. Nice interior, decent chrome and good tires. $750
but no reasonable offer refused. (313)99&0747, MI
1973 MGB GT-Chrome bumper. Recent bodywork including numerous panel
replacements, new chrome and a nice respray (Medium Blue). Brakes, hoses
and other mechs. replaced. University Motors recent lube. A solid car for
$4,700. (51 7)543-6770, MI
19741/2 MGB GT-Chrome bumpers with 'Sabrina' overriders. Body is in excellent condition with a recent BRG respray and tan interior. A beautiful car that
runs great. $4,450. (517)332-0369, MI

MCs WANTED
MGB GT-with Overdrive and chrome bumpers. Must be in top condition
mechanically and bodily and priced accordingly. Would consider exceptional
non-overdrive MGB, (203)447-1630, CT
with no rust. (313)434-5990, MI

PARTS FOR SALE
New Roll Bar and Pad for MGB. $1 15. (517)543-6770, MI
MGB Fanatic's Garage Clear Out! 6 doors, 6 fenders (2 new!), 3 top frames, 2
rear ends (1 early), 7 wire wheels, 5 transmissions, MGC auto trans, 2 engines, 2
hoods (1 alloy), 5 radiators, 2 trunk lids, 9 starters, 3 new rocker panels. Best
offer over $500. (214)385-1096, TX
New Dash Panel Pad for 1972-'76 MGB. $90 and I'll pay the shipping! Denny
(919)851-7671, NC
Parting out several MGBs and MGCs 1964-'69. Complete engines, 4-speed overdrive trans, rear diffs, alloy bonnets, suspension units, SU carbs, gauges, glass,
wire wheels. New set of Michelin XZX tires on 14" wires. Too many used spare
parts to list. (313)998-0747, MI
Continued on page 51
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~orthcomingEvents of Interest to MCB Drivers

Please check for up to date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to "MGB
Driver". Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number.
please submit events at least 2 months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box 2645,
Goleta, CA 931 17.

MAJORM C EVENTS FOR 1995

MCs FOR SALE

MGB 1963267-Solid

WHERE TO 'B!

March 5th, All British Car Show, Phoenix, AZ, (602) 944-7240
March 24th, All British Car Day, Metairie, LA, (504)845-8709
May 5th-7th, G.O.F., Texas, (817)478-6859
May 12th-13th, British Car Meet, Townsend, TN, (615)984-8711
May 12th-14th, Texas MG Register Reunion, Keller, TX, (817)379-6014
May 26th-28th, Champagne British Car Festival, Urbana, IL, (217)469-2007
June loth, Hartland MG Regional, Independence, MO, (816)356-6053
June 21st-25th, G.O.F., Plymouth, MA
JUNE 26-30th, NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER CONVENTION,
LAKE TAHOE, CA, (800)NAMGBRl
July 12th-16th, G.O.F. West, Ventura, CA, (805)969-0548
July 10th-l6th, G.O.F. Central, Galesburg, IL, (708)425-6288
Aug 15th-18th, MGA Convention, Lansing, MI, (517)694-4856
Aug 18th-19th, University Motors MG Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)682-0800
Aug 25th-27th, NAMGBR MINI-CON, HELEN, GA, (404)552-9611
Sept 30th, MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MD, (410)882-6896
Sept 6th-loth, G.O.F., Lake Placid, NY
Oct 21st-22nd, NAMGBR AGM "Mardi Gras" Weekend, New Orleans, LA,
(800)NAMGBRl
Oct 22nd, Autumn Classic Concours, Santa Cruz, CA, (408)459-9636

MC ORGANIZATIONS FOR OTHER MODELS OR TYPES
Got an MG other than a 'B, Midget, or MG 1100/1300? In the spirit of octagonal
cooperation between North American Clubs we list below some other clubs you
might wish to write to.
For T-Series MGs: New England MGT Register, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
For MGAs: North American MGA Register, 13420 Summit Hills Road,
Albuquerque, NM 871 12
For MGCs: North American MGC Register, 34 Park Avenue, Asheville, NC,
28803-2056

MC CLUBS IN ENGLAND
The MG Car Club, Box 251, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3FA
MG Owners' Club, 214 Station Road, Swavesey, Cambs, CB4 5QZ
MG Octagon Car Club, 36 Queensville Avenue, Stafford, ST17 4LS (pre-'55 MGs)

The MGB doesn't t a ~ e--no-rrom
th6 WE?ather. Not on a ski
holiday any more than i t would
on the! 4th of July.
The n!ason is that it's got what
i t take!s to be an all-weather
cnamp.The MGB proved this the
hard way when i t p o w 4 through
mountain snow and ice to win
the Monte Carlo Rally Grand
Touring Category.
A rueqed 1798 C.C. eneine.
re rack and r,inio;ii&ii~
ng,

non-fade disc brakes and firm
suspension make the MGB
car that keeps its feet on 11
around-free of the viciou!
unpredictable tricks that c:
design can lead to. In essel
it is a high-performancecar
you can trust.
And a high-performancecar you
drive in comfort. An efficient
heater, tight roll-up windows,
foam bucket seats in English
lei~ther,and a snug convertible

-

THE OCTAGON SPIRIT: THE I R R'cslsTleLE.

NUARY 28, 19&

top make winter sometl - .
see but don't feel.
Such all-weather performance,
plus up to 30 mpg gas economy
and minimum maintenance,
has made the MGB America's
largest-selling imported
sports car.
Test drive one soon.
Prove to yourself that iri snow
or sun MG's Octagon st,kit
makes the going
a pleasure.

FORCE OF A HIGHLY MWABLE OBJECT

